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**Abstract.** Based on an inventory of 69 dams formed by rock slope failures in southwestern Norway and published landslide dam inventories from other parts of the World we developed semi-empirical relationships linking the maximum dam height ($H_{D,\text{max}}$ in m) to dam volume ($V_D$ in $10^6$ m$^3$) and other relevant parameters such as valley width ($W_V$ in m) or dam area ($A_D$ in km$^2$). Power-laws are obtained for $H_{D,\text{max}} = f(V_D)$ and $H_{D,\text{max}} = f(V_D, W_V)$, while a linear relationship links $H_{D,\text{max}}$ to the ratio $V_D/A_D$. For dams in southwestern Norway, the linear relationship $H_{D,\text{max}} = 1.75V_D/A_D$ has least uncertainties and provides best results when comparing predicted dam heights with a validation dataset composed of existing dams in northern Norway and numerically modelled dams for possible rock slope failures. To assess the stability of future dams we use the predicted dam heights in the dimensionless blockage index DBI and relating this index to the probability of dam failure derived from our dataset and other published databases on landslide dams. This study underlines the potential of semi-empirical relationships for assessing dam height and stability that needs to be included in preliminary hazard and risk assessment for unstable rock slopes, because damming of a river is an important secondary effect of landslides due to upstream flooding and possible outburst floods in case of dam failure.

1 Introduction

Landslides, and more particularly large rockslides and rock avalanches, have formed natural dams in many mountainous regions (Hewitt, 1982; Costa and Schuster, 1988; Korup, 2002; Casagli et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2011; Hermanns et al., 2011a; Weidinger, 2011; Dufresne et al., 2018). Even large dams with several millions m$^3$ in volume may be unstable and breach (Hewitt, 1998; Dai et al., 2005; Plaza et al., 2011). Many historic events of landslide dam failures are reported to have occurred within a few days to years after the landslide event, causing catastrophic outburst floods in the valley downstream of the dam (Grober, 1916; Hewitt, 1982; Costa and Schuster, 1988; Evans, 2006) and leading to major destruction and loss of life (Evans et al., 2011).

The National landslide database of Norway (NVE, 2020) includes at least 181 historical landslides that caused damming of rivers. Most of them were earth and debris slides (153) and only 22 events were rockslides or rock avalanches. Many of those events created only minor damming of rivers without significant consequences. Yet, there were several major events with significant consequences in terms of loss of life or long-lasting landscape changes: the worst natural disaster in Norway’s history occurred on 21 September 1345 when the Gaula River was dammed by a massive debris slide that created a 14 km long lake. After only 2–3 days the dam breached leading to a huge outburst flood in the Gaula Valley burying 48 farms and killing at least 500 persons (Furseth, 2006). In 1823, a rock avalanche dammed the Frondøla River and formed the Lintuvatnet Lake (NVE, 2020). The lake is still existing today, even though the dam partially breached leading to an...
outburst flood in the uninhabited valley. On 26 May 1908, a 1.1 million m³ rock avalanche from the mountain Keipen in the Norang Valley formed a more than 20 m high dam (Fig. 1a, b). The impounded lake Lyngstøylvatnet submerged the road and several mountain farms, whose remains are still visible close to the shoreline (Furseth, 2006, Hermanns et al., 2013b). These historic events emphasize the need of addressing the landslide-damming of rivers in landslide risk analyses, including upriver and potential downriver flooding as well as landslide dam stability assessments (Hermanns et al., 2013b). Massive rock slope failures (RSF) may generate tens of meters high dams with long-lasting and potentially catastrophic consequences. The Geological Survey of Norway systematically maps, investigates and analyzes fractured bedrock slopes that might fail catastrophically in the future (Hermanns et al., 2013a). More than 80 unstable rock slopes that during a catastrophic failure will impact and possibly dam rivers have so far been discovered in Norway (NGU, 2020) (Fig. 2b). These high numbers set the necessity for cost-effective tools to assess dam heights and dam stability for preliminary risk analyses.

The most common tool to assess landslide damming in prospective landslide hazard and risk assessments are likely numerical simulations of the landslide propagation (Hungr, 2011). Examples of such numerical models are the DAN3D code (McDougall and Hungr, 2004) or the RAMMS software suite (Christen et al., 2012). However, these models require numerous input parameters and extensive calibration in order to obtain reliable results, which precludes their cost-efficient use for characterization of a large number of sites, as is required in regional studies.

Here we establish semi-empirical relationships for the rapid assessment of the maximum dam height, comparable to those developed for landslide run-out (e.g. Scheidegger, 1973; Corominas, 1996) or landslide-generated displacement waves (Oppikofer et al., 2019). We use an inventory of dams formed by rock slope failures (RSF dams) in southwestern Norway (Fig. 2a) along with other published databases on landslide dams (Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Hermanns et al., 2011a; Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015) to evaluate the dam height as a function of landslide volume, valley width and dam area. This approach addresses the need for a fast assessment of possible dam formation and stability for potential future RSF, as a part of the systematic hazard and risk analysis of unstable rock slopes in Norway (Hermanns et al., 2012; Oppikofer et al., 2016a, 2016b).

2 Methodology

2.1 Inventory and characteristics of landslide dams

Systematic mapping of RSF dams in southwestern Norway (approximately 120 000 km² in surface) was carried out by Jakobsen (2015) using the online orthophoto map service “Norge i bilder” (Norwegian Mapping Authority, 2020b) and its associated web map service (WMS) in a geographical information system (GIS) (Fig. 1b). This aerial photo analysis focused on present-day lakes as an indicator for possible dams, with the aim of identifying lakes that were impounded by RSF. The analysis investigated therefore the immediate downstream surroundings of lakes, looking for deposits, debris and scars of RSF, but also debris from a possible downstream flooding due to a dam breach. It must be noted that dams without remaining lake are therefore not included in present inventory.

The detected dams were mapped and registered in a geospatial database, and their geomorphologic characteristics determined based on orthophotos and the national 10-m digital elevation model (DEM) (Norwegian Mapping Authority, 2020a). These dam characteristics include:

- the type of landslide that formed the dam, chiefly rock avalanches (massive RSF with several hundred thousand to millions of cubic meter in volume and high mobility) and rockslides/rockfalls (RSF with several thousands to hundred thousands of cubic meter in volume, but without high mobility) or other landslide types;

- the morphologic dam classifications in plan view and in across-valley and along-valley profiles according to Hermanns et al. (2011b) (Fig. 3);
- the dam dimensions including valley width \( W_V \), dam width \( W_D \), dam length \( L_D \), dam area \( A_D \), mean dam height \( H_{D,\text{mean}} \) and maximum dam height \( H_{D,\text{max}} \), dam volume \( V_D \) (Fig. 4); 
- the upstream catchment area \( A_C \) and the resulting DBI-value (Ermini and Casagli, 2003); 
- an assessment of the dam stability, i.e. whether the dam was unstable and has breached or was (partially) eroded, or was stable and is intact or infilled; 
- an assessment of any glacial influence on the dam, especially the initial landslide run-out onto a glacier.

The dimensions of the dams were directly mapped in the GIS for valley width \( W_V \), dam width \( W_D \), dam length \( L_D \), dam area \( A_D \) (Fig. 4a), and the upstream catchment area \( A_C \) was calculated using a flow accumulation function in GIS based on the 10-m DEM. The mean and maximum dam heights \( H_{D,\text{mean}} \) and \( H_{D,\text{max}} \) were estimated based on across-valley and along-valley profiles through the dam (Fig. 4b, c). On those profiles, the possible pre-event topography was extrapolated from the surrounding valley morphology, notably the steepness of the valley flanks and the valley width (Fig. 4b). In along-valley profiles the morphology prior to the dam was based on a linear interpolation between the beginning of the impounded lake and the foot of the dam (Fig. 4c).

### 2.2 Creation of semi-empirical relationships

We establish semi-empirical relationships by plotting the maximum dam height relative to various dam characteristics and least-square fitting of functions linking the parameters. The different units of the dam characteristics are accounted for using dimensional analysis. The dam volume \( V_D \), dam area \( A_D \) and valley width \( W_V \) revealed to be the most relevant dam parameters influencing the maximum dam height \( H_{D,\text{max}} \), whereas no meaningful correlations were found for other dam characteristics.

We assess the inherent uncertainties in the obtained relationships by computing the ratio \( \rho \) between the measured and predicted maximum dam heights. We then fit cumulative frequency distributions of these ratios using lognormal functions to determine the 95th percentile \( (\rho_{95}) \). The ratio \( \rho_{95} \) yields the upper bound of the 90% prediction interval, meaning that approximately 5% of the measured maximum dam heights exceed the predicted values by a factor of \( \rho_{95} \) or more.

The dam morphology certainly influences \( H_{D,\text{max}} \), it is however difficult to predict without detailed modelling studies, which are beyond the scope of regional studies, for which these semi-empirical relationships are intended. Furthermore, detailed modelling studies most often also include detailed numerical run-out modelling. These run-out models generally provide the thickness of deposits and thus the expected maximum dam height, making the semi-empirical relationships superfluous for detailed local studies.

### 2.3 Forecasting dam height and stability

The semi-empirical relationships linking \( H_{D,\text{max}} \) to relevant parameters are used to predict the dam height for future RSF that could dam a river. The dam height \( H_{D,\text{max}} \) gets added to the elevation of the riverbed to find the possible elevation of the impounded lake. The extent of the impounded lake is obtained by computing the contour line of the lake elevation in the area upstream to the landslide dam.

We use the dimensionless blockage index DBI (Ermini and Casagli, 2003) as a proxy to estimate the likelihood of a dam breach. Low DBI-values depict landslide dams that are most likely stable, whereas a high DBI indicates probably unstable dams. We divide the inventory of RSF dams in southwestern Norway and other inventories (Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Hermanns et al., 2011a; Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015) into bins of DBI-values containing each 10-12 dams and calculate the proportion of unstable dams for each bin. We then use these proportions to fit a linear function between the lower limit DBI\(_{\text{low}} \) below which dams are considered stable, and the upper limit DBI\(_{\text{upp}} \) above which dams are deemed unstable. In the transition zone between the lower and upper limits, the likelihood of a dam failure \( p_f \) increases linearly (Eq. (1)): 

\[ p_f = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\beta (DBI - DBI_{\text{crit}})}} \]

where \( \beta \) is a coefficient and \( DBI_{\text{crit}} \) is the critical DBI-value.
A total of 69 landslide dams are mapped in southwestern Norway (Fig. 2a). Thirty-eight dams were formed by rock avalanches, 29 by rockslides/rockfalls and 2 by debris-flows. We discarded those generated by debris-flows from further analyses because the aim of these empirical relationships is to determine the maximum dam height of future RSF.

The frequency of rock avalanches in Norway was highest shortly after the last deglaciation, i.e. between 14 000 and 10 000 years BP depending on the location (e.g. Böhme et al., 2015; Hermanns et al., 2017). We therefore assume that also most of the RSF dams in southwestern Norway were formed shortly after the retreat of the Scandinavian ice sheet. However, three dams are most likely influenced by glaciers, notably by depositing on decaying glaciers or on dead-ice bodies in the valley. For 10 other dams such a glacial influence is possible. We excluded these 13 dams from further analyses because their dimensions may have been altered by glaciers and are thus not representative for the present-day situation.

According to the landform classification by Etzelmüller et al. (2007), most of the 54 remaining dams are in regions with “extreme Alpine relief with over-deepened glacial valleys” or in “high paleic mountain regions with glacial incisions” (Fig. 2a). In Rogaland County in southern Norway several clusters of RSF dams are observed in the landform types “glacially scoured low mountains and valleys” and “mountain plateaus” (Fig. 2c). These clusters are closely related to WSW-ENE-trending faults (Gabrielsen et al., 2002) forming escarpments that are prone to RSF. Twenty-one dams are intact with a dammed lake and 10 other dams are filled by sediments except a small residual lake. On the side of unstable dams, 16 dams are classified as eroded because no deposits of an outburst flood are visible, and 7 dams have failed and likely led to an outburst flood as suggested by related deposits downstream.

The morphologic dam classification in plan view according to Hermanns et al. (2011b) reveals that most dams are formed by a RSF completely crossing the valley (Type IIa, n=36) (Fig. 3a). Partial damming of the valley by a RSF occurred in 5 cases (Type Iic), and 5 dams have multiple lakes (Type IIIa). The across-valley profiles can be classified as symmetrical deposits in a symmetrical valley in 24 cases (Type i), and as asymmetrical with thickest deposits in the distal part in 19 cases (Type ii) (Fig. 3b). The classification of the along-valley profiles reveals 21 dams with low thickness and gentle slopes (Type 1) due to the absence of constraints in the valley morphology (Hermanns et al., 2011b), and 29 dams with high thickness and steep slope (Type 2) in a confined valley setting (Fig. 3c).

Table 1 summarizes the dimensions of the RSF dams in the inventory. The dam length $L_D$ ranges from 45 to 1600 m with a median length of 200 m, whereas the dam width $W_D$ tends to be larger by a factor of 1.7 (median of ratio $W_D/L_D$) and ranges from 45 to 2800 m with a median width of 330 m. The dam area covers three orders of magnitude with values between 5000 m² to 2.7 km² with a median of 53 000 m². The maximum dam heights $H_{D,max}$ vary between 5 and 210 m, whereas the mean dam heights $H_{D,mean}$ vary between 2 and 113 m. The median dam heights are 21 m and 12 m for $H_{D,max}$ and $H_{D,mean}$, respectively. The dam volume $V_D$ computed as the product of $A_D$ and $H_{D,mean}$, spans five orders of magnitude (12 000 m³ to $135 \times 10^6$ m³). The median dam volume is approximately $1.0 \times 10^6$ m³. The cumulative distributions of these dam dimensions can all be fitted by lognormal distributions with very high correlation coefficients ($r^2 > 0.95$ except for $W_D$) (Table 1).

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
    p_T &= \begin{cases} 
        0 & \text{if } DBI \leq DBI_{lower} \\
        \frac{DBI - DBI_{lower}}{DBI_{upper} - DBI_{lower}} & \text{if } DBI_{lower} < DBI < DBI_{upper} \\
        1 & \text{if } DBI \geq DBI_{upper} 
    \end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}
4 Semi-empirical relationships

We created semi-empirical relationships for the 54 RSF dams in southwestern Norway that were not influenced by glaciers. First, we linked the maximum dam height $H_{D, \text{max}}$ (in m) to the dam volume $V_D$ (in $10^6$ m$^3$) (Fig. 5) by fitting a power-law function (Eq. (2)):

$$H_{D, \text{max}} = 24.5 \cdot V_D^{1/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The exponent of $\frac{1}{3}$ is given by dimensional analysis, whereas the scale factor of 24.5 was fitted with a high correlation coefficient $r^2$ of 0.73. The ratio $\rho$ between the measured and predicted maximum dam heights ranges from 0.46 to 1.94, and its cumulative frequency distribution can be fitted by a lognormal distribution. The 95th percentile of this distribution ($\rho_{95} = 1.81$) yields the upper bound of the 90% prediction interval of Eq. (2). This implies that approximately 5% of RSF dams in southwestern Norway have a maximum height exceeding the predicted value by 81% or more.

Similar power-law functions can be derived from datasets from other studies (Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Hermanns et al., 2011a; Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015), with different scale factors, however (Table 2). The scale factor of landslide dams in the Andes (Hermanns et al., 2011a) is much lower than those from other studies (10.1 vs. 21.5 to 24.5). Compared to our inventory, other databases have a larger spread of the data indicated by higher $\rho_{95}$-values (Table 2).

Power-law functions are commonly used in landslide studies to relate the landslide volume to landslide frequency (e.g. Dussauge et al., 2003; Guzzetti et al., 2003), but also other landslide characteristics, such as landslide area (e.g. Hovius, 1997). Similarly, the relationship between landslide volume and Fahrböschung, i.e. the ratio between the landslide fall height and travel distance, can be fitted by power-law functions (e.g. Scheidegger, 1973; Nicoletti and Sorriso-Valvo, 1991; Erismann and Abele, 2001; De Blasio, 2011). Furthermore, Oppikofer et al. (2019) found a power-law function linking the run-up height of landslide-generated displacement waves to the landslide volume and distance from impact.

Regarding the influence of the morphologic dam classification on the dam height (Table 2), dams classified as asymmetrical with thickest deposits in the distal part (Type ii in across-valley profile) are higher than dams with symmetrical deposits in a symmetrical valley (Type i), but smaller than those partially blocking a valley (Type iv). In along-valley profiles, Type 2 dams with high thickness and steep slope are higher than Type 1 dams with low thickness and gentle slopes. Too few data are available for the other dam types in along- or across-valley profiles and in plan view.

In narrow valleys the RSF deposits are more confined leading to thicker deposits and thus to a higher dam compared to wide valleys where the deposits are unconfined and spread out over a larger surface. We calculated therefore ratio $V_D$ (in $10^6$ m$^3$) over valley width $W_V$ (in m) and fitted following power-law with the exponent given by dimensional analysis (Fig. 6, Eq. (3)):

$$H_{D, \text{max}} = 374 \cdot \left( \frac{V_D}{W_V} \right)^{0.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Ratio $\rho$ between the measured and predicted maximum dam heights ranges from 0.52 to 2.36. The 95th percentile of the lognormal distribution fitted to the cumulative frequency distribution of $\rho$ equals 1.76 ($\rho_{95}$). This value is slightly smaller than for Eq. (2) ($\rho_{95} = 1.81$). Amongst the other landslide dam inventories, only Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015) state $W_V$.

Fitting that dataset with Eq. (3) yields a lower scale factor of 285 and a much higher spread in values testified by lower $r^2$ and higher $\rho_{95}$-values (Fig. 6, Table 2).

Equation (3) has the expected behaviour with an increase in $H_{D, \text{max}}$ for higher volumes and a decrease for wider valleys. The lateral spreading of the landslide deposits in the valley is, however, not accounted for. This could be achieved by including the dam width as additional parameter in a semi-empirical relationship. However, $W_V$ is not independent from $V_D$ and is not easily predictable when using the semi-empirical equations to forecast the dam height for future landslides, except if the run-out area is known. In that case, the dam area $A_D$ (in km$^2$) can be assessed, and the average dam height $H_{D, \text{mean}}$ (in m) can be computed as the ratio $V_D/A_D$ as an alternative proxy. For the RSF dams in southwestern Norway, $H_{D, \text{max}}$ (in m) increases linearly with $H_{D, \text{mean}}$ (Fig. 7, Eq. (4)):
5 Dam stability

Ermini and Casagli (2003) created the DBI as proxy to assess the stability of landslide dams (Eq. (5)):

\[ \text{DBI} = \log_{10} \left( \frac{A_C}{V_D / H_{D,\text{max}}} \right) \]  

With the upstream catchment area \( A_C \) in km², the dam volume \( V_D \) in 10⁶ m³ and the maximum dam height \( H_{D,\text{max}} \) in m. Ermini and Casagli (2003) found a lower DBI-limit (DBI\text{lower}) of 2.75 below which most landslide dams in their inventory are stable, and an upper DBI-limit (DBI\text{upper}) of 3.08 above which most dams are unstable. A similar assessment of RSF dams in southwestern Norway (Fig. 8a) leads to following observations: (a) one dam with a DBI of 2.33 has failed, but there is also an eroded dam with a DBI of 2.17; (b) there are several stable dams with a DBI > 3.95, yet most dams with a DBI > 3.38 have failed or were eroded; (c) the proportion of unstable dams increases with the DBI (Fig. 8b) with however a significant drop for high DBI-values in our inventory. Other inventories (Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Hermanns et al., 2011a; Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015) show the same tendency with similar proportions of unstable dams for similar bins of DBI-values. Landslide dams in the Andes (Hermanns et al., 2011a) have, however, higher proportions of unstable dams for given DBI-values compared to landslide dams in other regions (Fig. 8b). We have therefore not considered the Andean inventory in the joint analysis of dam stability for which we combined the different inventories and divided the dataset again in bins of DBI-values containing 20 dams each (Fig. 8c). This histogram can be fitted by a linear regression to obtain DBI\text{lower} = 1.2 and DBI\text{upper} = 5.0 used in Eq. (1) to assess the likelihood of a dam failure \( p_f \).

6 Application to predict dam height and stability

6.1 Prediction of maximum dam height

We use the semi-empirical relationships (Eq. (2), (3) and (4)) to predict the maximum dam height generated by a future rock slope failure damming a valley. We thereby use following assumptions and methods:

- The dam volume \( V_D \) is equal to the slide volume \( V_S \) times a bulking factor of 1.25 (25% volume increase due to fracturing of the rock mass and porosity of the deposits) (Hungr and Evans, 2004). This implies that the entire volume reaches the valley and forms the dam. This is obviously the worst-case scenario as shown by Ermini and Casagli (2003) with an average ratio \( V_D/V_S \) of 40% for rainfall-triggered landslides and 57% for earthquake-triggered landslides. In Norway, however, numerical run-out modelling for the six unstable rock slopes used for the validation of the semi-empirical relationships (see Table 3) shows that in general ca. 90% of \( V_S \) reach the valley bottom to form a dam.

- The valley width \( W_V \) used in Eq. (3) is measured on a cross-section along the centre line of the run-out area and roughly perpendicular to the valley axis restricted to the flat valley bottom, i.e. slope angles smaller than 10°; 

- The dam area \( A_D \) used in Eq. (4) is assessed iteratively based on the run-out area, which can be assessed using simple modelling tools, such as the Fahrböschung or angle of reach (Scheidegger, 1973; Corominas, 1996) implemented in the
software CONEFALL (Jaboyedoff and Labiouse, 2011) or the software Flow-R (Horton et al., 2013, Oppikofer et al., 2016a, 2016b) (Fig. 9): (a) as first approximation of $A_D$ we use the run-out area in the flat valley bottom to compute $H_{D,\text{max}}$; (b) we then clip the run-out area to this first approximation of the dam elevation (elevation of the valley floor plus $H_{D,\text{max}}$) to obtain a new approximation of $A_D$, which in turn is used in Eq. (4) for a new estimation of $H_{D,\text{max}}$; (c) this procedure is repeated until the difference between successive estimations of $H_{D,\text{max}}$ is smaller than a threshold of 1 m. The area of the impounded lake corresponds to the contour line of the estimated dam elevation (elevation of the valley floor plus $H_{D,\text{max}}$) (Fig. 9a).

### 6.2 Prediction of dam stability

The maximum dam height $H_{D,\text{max}}$ predicted by the semi-empirical relationships can then be used to assess the dam stability using the DBI (Ermini and Casagli, 2003) (Eq. (5)). The catchment area $A_C$ upstream of the dam can be easily assessed with a “flow accumulation” GIS-function provided that the DEM covers the entire upstream catchment area. The resulting DBI-values are in turn used in Eq. (1) to assess the probability of failure $p_f$.

### 6.3 Validation of semi-empirical relationships

To test the semi-empirical relationships for RSF dams in southwestern Norway, we analyzed four RSF dams in northern Norway as validation dataset. Those dams are presently stable or infilled (Fig. 2b). In addition, the relationships were validated by comparing predicted dam heights with results from detailed numerical run-out modelling for six unstable rock slopes (see Böhme et al., 2016 for an example; NGU, 2020).

Table 3 shows the measured or modelled dam characteristics ($V_D$, $W_V$, $A_D$, $A_C$, $H_{D,\text{max}}$) and the predicted maximum dam heights $H_{D,\text{max}}$ using the semi-empirical relationships in Eq. (2), (3) and (4). This comparison shows that Eq. (4) provides the best match with measured/modelled dam heights in 8/10 cases, whereas all six potential future rock slope failures. For Eq. (4) the average relative error is ±13%, which is very small considering the relatively large uncertainties on the semi-empirical relationship itself with a $p_{\text{rel}}$ of 1.48 (see above). For Eq. (2) and (3) the average relative errors are also acceptable when considering only the four existing RSF dams in northern Norway (±29% and ±20%, respectively). Regarding the six future RSF dams however, the average relative errors become unacceptable (±267% and ±202%, respectively). Possible reasons for this huge discrepancy are discussed below. Based on this validation dataset we consider Eq. (4) as best possible semi-empirical relationship to predict the maximum dam height $H_{D,\text{max}}$.

### 7 Discussion

#### 7.1 Differences between landslide dam inventories

The inventory of landslide dams in southwestern Norway and other inventories used in this study (Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Hermanns et al., 2011a; Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015) contain significant differences, notably the landslide processes considered, the geological settings and the volume estimations.

Our inventory of landslide dams in SW Norway and the Andean inventory by Hermanns et al. (2011a) focus on rock slope failures (rock avalanches and rock falls) and not on other landslide processes. Conversely, the worldwide inventory of Ermini and Casagli (2003) and the Italian dataset by Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015) contain various landslide types (rock avalanches, rock falls, debris flows, translational and rotation slides etc.). Based on the published information, it is unfortunately impossible to extract only dams generated by rock slope failures from those inventories. Yet, such a separation into landslide types would likely improve to comparability between the different inventories and the ensuing differences related to the geological settings.
The relationship between the maximum dam height and dam volume (Fig. 5) shows a wide spread in values, i.e. a RSF dam with a volume of $1 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ can lead to a dam height ranging from 4 to 55 m. However, there is no significant difference between our inventory and the datasets by Ermini and Casagli (2003) and Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015), which is reflected in the power-law distributions fitted to the different inventories (Table 2). The Andean inventory (Hermanns et al., 2011a) shows, however, significantly lower dam heights for a given volume compared to the other datasets (Fig. 5, Table 2). This is related to the different geomorphic/tectonic settings of the Andean inventory with often tens of kilometer wide valleys, compared to more Alpine settings used in our and other inventories.

Finally, the assessment of the dam volume is a crucial parameter for all semi-empirical relationships established in this study. The approach chosen here follows the method by Hermanns et al. (2011a), i.e. the extrapolation of the topography prior to the landslide dam formation using across-valley and along-valley profiles (Fig. 4b, c) to assess $H_{D_{\text{max}}}$ and $H_{D_{\text{mean}}}$. Multiplying the $H_{D_{\text{max}}}$ with the dam area $A_D$ yields the dam volume $V_D$. The method used to estimate $V_D$ is not specified for the other inventories (Ermini and Casagli, 2003, Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015) as they are collections of several other datasets. In the inventory by Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015) many volumes appear to be computed as the product of dam width, dam length and dam height (in 11% of the cases or as the same product divided by a factor of 2 (in 35% of the cases). This emphasizes the uncertainties linked to the volume estimates. A thorough reanalysis of the different landslide dam inventories using a common approach would likely improve the reliability of the semi-empirical relationships proposed in this study. A promising technique to assess the volume of landslide deposits is the Sloping Local Base Level technique (Jaboyedoff et al., 2004, 2020) that uses a digital elevation model and the extent of the landslide deposits to compute the possible pre-landslide topography. Jaboyedoff et al. (2020) review different techniques that can be useful to assess volumes of landslides and their deposits.

7.2 Dam stability assessment

The dimensionless blockage index DBI (Ermini and Casagli, 2003) is widely accepted in the assessment of landslide dam stability (e.g. Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2016, 2018; Dufresne et al., 2018). Other geomorphic analyses were proposed (e.g. Korup, 2004, Dong et al., 2009), but the extraction of the required parameters is more laborious and often not feasible for paleo dams, or the approach was only tested on a local inventory. The DBI-values for landslide dams in southwestern Norway cover a similar range than those from other inventories (Fig. 8). It is however surprising to have several stable landslide dams with DBI-values significantly higher than the "unstable limits" defined in other studies, i.e. 3.08 in Ermini and Casagli (2003) or 3.57 in Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015). Our inventory contains 16 landslide dams with a DBI $> 3.57$, whereof only 8 were eroded or breached and 8 are still intact. The proportion of unstable dams in the bin with highest DBI-values is indeed significantly lower (4 unstable dams out of 10 dams) than in the bin with second-highest DBI-values (9 out of 11) (Fig. 8b). Possible reasons for this difference with other inventories are:

- In the creation of our inventory, we focused on existing lakes impounded by landslide deposits as identification criteria. Landslide dams without remaining lake are thus not included, yet many of those dams were likely unstable. Extending the inventory to all RSF dams might thus increase the overall proportion of unstable dams (23 out of 54), especially also for higher DBI-values.
- Most dams in our inventory formed in prehistoric times and the stability assessment of these paleo dams is solely based on geomorphologic observations. In other datasets (Ermini and Casagli, 2003, Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015) most landslide events occurred in historic times and available historical records help distinguishing between intact, eroded and breached dams.
- The RSF deposits impounding the lakes in southwestern Norway often have a large grain size (Fig. 1c, e, f). Grain size analysis of RSF dams shows a median diameter of 0.6 to 0.9 m, and boulders of more than 2 m in diameter form up to...
15% of the deposits (Jakobsen, 2016). In comparison, Casagli et al. (2003) obtained median grain sizes ranging from 0.0044 mm to 0.32 m for landslide dams in the Northern Apennines. The large grain size of RSF dams in southwestern Norway could explain the relatively higher stability compared to (possibly) finer grained deposits in other parts of the World. Deposits with larger grain size are more resistant to erosion and favour drainage through the rock avalanche deposits (Casagli et al., 2003; Dunning, 2006; Weidinger, 2011) (Fig. 1c).

Using the proportion of unstable dams in bins of DBI-values for the combined inventory (Ermini and Casagli, 2003, Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015 and our dataset) yields a much broader range for the transition zone between the “stable domain” and “unstable domain” than in previous studies (Fig. 8). This reanalysis of the joint dataset is robust as it considers possible outliers and it is less dependent on single values. One could for example argue to set the upper limit DBI_{upper} to the highest DBI-value of all stable dams (4.37 instead of 5.0). This would imply that DBI_{upper} is solely depending on a single landslide dam, which is not appropriate given the complexity of the phenomena and the uncertainties in the inventories. We did not include the dataset by Hermanns et al. (2011a) into the combined inventory due to the significantly higher proportion of unstable dams for given DBI-classes (Fig. 8a, b). A possible reason is the relatively lower dam heights in the Andes compared to other datasets (see discussion above), which leads to lower DBI-values. Other causes for this difference could be the grain size of deposits, climatic conditions and the age of the Andean dams, which are up to 60 ka old (Hermanns et al., 2004, 2011a, Costa and González Díaz, 2007)

It would be interesting to perform this stability assessment for different geological, geomorphological and climatic environments, in order to obtain lower and upper DBI-limits for different conditions. This requires however more complete inventories, as at least 100 or 150 landslide dams are required to obtain a sufficient number of bins (10 to 15 bins) containing each a sufficient number of dams (≥10).

### 7.3 Prediction of dam height using semi-empirical relations or numerical modelling

Two of the proposed semi-empirical relationships rely only on the dam volume V_D (Eq. (2)), or on the ratio V_D over valley width W_v (Eq. (3)). These equations are thus a quick tool to assess the dam height, yet comparison with numerical modelling shows that these relationships overestimate the maximum dam height (Table 3). The third proposed semi-empirical relationship using the ratio V_D over dam area A_D (Eq. (4)) provides a better match with numerical modelling results, requires however a simple run-out analysis to assess the run-out area and estimate A_D (Fig. 9). A first assessment of the landslide run-out area can be achieved by calculating the landslide run-out length L as a function of the landslide fall height h and the volume-dependent angle of reach α (e.g. Scheidegger, 1973; Nicoletti and Sorrissio-Valvo, 1991; Erismann and Abele, 2001; De Blasio, 2011) (Fig. 4b). The angle of reach α is also used in more advanced computer programs, such as CONEFALL (Jaboyedoff and Labiouse, 2011) or Flow-R (Horton et al., 2013), which require little to no calibration and can thus be quickly applied to assess the run-out area. Yet, these tools do not provide the thickness of deposits and thus the dam height. The third semi-empirical relationship H_{D,max} = f(V_D/A_D) (Eq. (4)) yields the maximum dam height based on the landslide run-out area and dam area.

Using detailed numerical simulations of the landslide propagation and run-out, such as the DAN3D code (McDougall and Hungr, 2004) or the RAMMS software suite (Christen et al., 2012), directly provide the thickness of landslide deposits and allows to find the lowest elevation of the post-slide topography up to which a lake can form (see Oppikofer et al., 2016a, Fig. 9). However, these simulations require many input parameters and extensive calibration in order to obtain reliable results. These requirements impede their cost-efficient use in regional studies, where a large number of potential landslide dams need to be assessed.

The proposed semi-empirical relationships are a conservative method because they assess the maximum dam height and thus not the lowest elevation where dam overtopping may occur. Numerical simulations on the other hand provide the dam height and elevation where overtopping would occur. This difference partly explains the discrepancy between numerically modelled...
and empirically predicted dam heights (Table 3). Another possible reason for this discrepancy is the difference between
observed and modelled run-out areas. The effective run-out area of a landslide can be significantly smaller than numerically
simulated ones: the latter generally cover the entire area potentially affected by a landslide, while the real run-out area of a
landslide event may only cover parts of the total area. As the landslide volume in reality may spread over a smaller area than
simulated, the average and maximum dam heights obtained by numerical simulations or by Eq. (4) may be too small. Yet,
the possible overestimation of $A_0$ is counterbalanced by conservative estimate of $V_0$ being the entire landslide volume $V_S$
times a bulking factor of 1.25. More back-analyses of landslide-generated dams are required to ascertain these possible
differences between modelled and real run-out areas. In turn, this could lead to an improved workflow for assessing the dam
height and reducing uncertainties.

These considerations highlight the necessity to assess uncertainties on dam height and stability by using various approaches,
including different semi-empirical relationships, but also numerical simulations for critical areas. To assess uncertainties,
we calculate for example the DBI and $p_0$ using $H_{D,max}$ for the potential RSF dams of the validation dataset (Table 3).
Compared to the results from numerical simulations, the DBI increases in average by 0.64 and 0.56 for Eq. (2) and (3),
respectively. This leads in turn to an average increase of $p_0$ of +16% and +14%, respectively. This comparison highlights
that despite large uncertainties, the influence on dam stability and thus on the consequences assessment is relatively
moderate.

### 8 Conclusions & perspectives

The semi-empirical relations presented here provide a rapid approach for predicting the maximum dam height of dams that
might result from the future failure of an unstable rock slope. All relations require only limited input parameters, chiefly the
slide volume, the valley width and the dam area based on simple run-out assessments. These semi-empirical relationships
are established from an inventory of 54 RSF dams in southwestern Norway with dam volumes ranging from 12 000 m³ to
135 x 10⁶ m³. Only dams generated by catastrophic rockslides or rock avalanches and without any glacial influence were
included in the analyses. Consequently, the semi-empirical relations presented here may be less or not applicable for other
landslide types (e.g. debris-flows, shallow landslides) and other volume classes. The upper bounds of the 90% prediction
intervals of these semi-empirical relationships range from 1.48 to 1.81, meaning that approximately 5% of the actual
maximum dam heights exceed the predicted value by 48% to 81% or more.

Validation of the semi-empirical relationships was performed using four RSF dams in northern Norway, but also results
from detailed numerical run-out simulations for six unstable rock slopes. The maximum dam heights predicted by the semi-
empirical relations are generally in good agreement with the measured/modelled dam heights from the validation dataset.
Best validation results are obtained for the relationship linking maximum dam height to landslide volume and dam area with
only a modest overestimation of the maximum dam heights (average relative error of 18%). This semi-empirical relationship
provides thus an appropriate tool for the first-order assessment of dams generated by rock slope failures at a local to regional
scale. Using limited input parameters, this relationship allows the prediction of the maximum dam height and thus the
upstream inundation area, but also to quickly forecast the dam stability using the dimensionless blockage index.

Possible improvements of these semi-empirical relationships are the inclusion of additional datasets, notably existing
landslide dams from other regions in Norway. Similar datasets could be collected for other mountainous regions in the
World, possibly leading to semi-empirical relationships with different parameters than those presented here for dams from
rock slope failures in southwestern Norway. Another possible major improvement consists in the addition of those dams that
do not possess a lake or residual lake at present. This requires however very time-intensive screening over large regions to
detect the landslide deposits that might have blocked a river in the past. Furthermore, the presented semi-empirical
relationships are only valid for rockslides and rock avalanches. Similar semi-empirical relationships can be imagined for
other landslide types, but more complete datasets on those landslide dams are required first. We strongly suggest using the predictive tools developed here to assess landslide dam formation and stability, which should be an integral part of risk assessment for future landslide events.
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Figure 1: Photographs of RSF dams in southwestern Norway with dam volume $V_D$ and valley width $W_V$: (a) the lake Lygnstøylvatnet was created by the 1908 rock avalanche from the mountain Keipen in the West. The rock avalanche went over an existing debris cone and abutted against a debris cone on the opposite valley side leading to a type IIb dam that is intact (dam classification by Hermanns et al. 2011b). The remains of submerged houses are visible in Lygnstøylvatnet (inset); (b) orthophoto of Lygnstøylvatnet (Norwegian Mapping Authority, 2020b); (c) the lake Månavatnet was dammed by a 1.3 $\times$ 10$^6$ m$^3$ rock avalanche coming from the Northwest. The type IIa dam is stable until now with drainage through the rock avalanche deposits (inset); (d) orthophoto of Månavatnet (Norwegian Mapping Authority, 2020b); (e) the lake Vondalona was created by a small rock avalanche in the narrow valley and the type IIc dam is partly eroded by the river; (f) the lake Gautøyrvatnet is located only 3.7 km downstream of lake Vondalona and was dammed by a 0.55 $\times$ 10$^6$ m$^3$ rock avalanche that completely crossed the valley. The type IIa dam is partly eroded by the river.
Figure 2: Inventory maps of dams from rock slope failures and unstable rock slopes in Norway: (a) dam inventory of southwestern Norway classified according to dam stability (modified from Jakobsen, 2015) underlain by the landform classification by Etzelmüller et al. (2007); (b) overview map of unstable rock slopes in Norway (per December 2019) that may lead to a rockslide dam in case of catastrophic failure (data from NGU, 2020), along with the location of existing dams in northern Norway used as validation dataset; (c) zoom on the rockslide dam clusters in Rogaland County. Rock avalanche dams discussed in the text are (in blue font): Ke = Keipen, Li = Lintuvatnet, Mv = Månavatnet, Vo = Vondalona, Gv = Gautøynvatnet, La = Langfjordura, Gr = Grøtnesura, Kv = Kvarteurd, St = Steinura. Unstable rock slopes mentioned in the text are (in red font): Ga = Gamanjunni, Iv = Ivasnasen, Kl = Klingråket, Ma = Mannen, Sv = Svarttinden.
Figure 3: Morphologic classification of landslide dams (modified from Hermanns et al., 2011b) with count of landslide dams in southwestern Norway: (a) in plan view, dams formed by a landslide completely crossing the valley (Type IIa) are most common, followed by partial damming of the valley (Type IIc) and landslide dams having multiple lakes (Type IIIa); (b) in across-valley profile, most dams are symmetrical deposits in a symmetrical valley (Type i) or asymmetrical with thickest deposits in the distal part (Type ii); (c) in along-valley profile, dams with low thickness and gentle slopes (Type 1) and dams with high thickness and steep slope (Type 2) are most abundant.

Figure 4: Sketches of a landslide dam with the measured dimensions (adapted from Toccani Stefanelli et al., 2018): (a) plan view for measuring dam area $A_D$, dam width $W_D$, dam length $L_D$ and valley width $W_V$ ($L_D = W_V$ in case of complete damming of valley, $L_D < W_V$ in case of partial damming of valley); (b) across-valley profile for measuring valley width $W_V$, dam length $L_D$ and estimating maximum dam height $H_{D,max}$, along with landslide fall height $H$, landslide run-out distance $L$ and angle of reach $\alpha$; (c) along-valley profile for measuring dam width $W_D$ and estimating maximum dam height $H_{D,max}$. The pre-landslide topography is estimated on both profiles by considering the local valley morphology.
Figure 5: Relationship between maximum dam height $H_{D,\text{max}}$ and dam volume $V_D$ (in $10^6$ m$^3$) for RSF dams in southwestern Norway (data from Jakobsen, 2015), compared to datasets from Ermini & Casagli (2003), Hermanns et al. (2011a) and Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015). The maximum dam heights increase with dam volume according to power-law distributions as in Eq. (2) with scale factors as in Table 2 (with colours matching the point symbols).
Figure 6: Relationship between maximum dam height $H_{D,\text{max}}$ and the ratio between dam volume $V_D$ (in $10^6$ m$^3$) and valley width $W_V$ (in m) for RSF dams in southwestern Norway (data from Jakobsen, 2015), compared to the dataset from Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015). $H_{D,\text{max}}$ increases with $V_D/W_V$ according to power-law distributions as in Eq. (3) with scale factors as in Table 2 (with colours matching the point symbols).
Figure 7: Linear relationship between maximum dam height $H_{D\text{.max}}$ and mean dam height $H_{D\text{.mean}}$ – computed as the ratio of dam volume $V_D$ over dam area $A_D$ – for RSF dams in southwestern Norway (data from Jakobsen, 2015), compared to the dataset from Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015). Linear regressions as in Eq. (4) with scale factors as in Table 2 and the upper bounds of the 90% prediction intervals are shown with colours matching the point symbols.
Figure 8: The dimensionless blockage index (DBI) for RSF dams in southwestern Norway: (a) the ratio dam volume $V_D / \text{maximum dam height} H_{D,\text{max}}$ is plotted against the upstream catchment area $A_C$ for stable and unstable dams, along with the lower and upper DBI-limits from Ermini and Casagli (2003), Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015) and this study separating the stability domain from the instability domain with a transition zone in between; (b) proportions of unstable dams for bins of DBI-values (each containing 10-12 landslide dams) for different inventories along with their DBI-limits (see legend in (a)); (c) for the combined inventory of landslide dams (Ermini and Casagli, 2003, Tacconi Stefanelli et al., 2015 and our dataset) the proportion of unstable dams increases with DBI. A linear function is used between DBI-values of 1.2 and 5.0 to assess the likelihood of a dam failure $p_f$. 
Figure 9: Iterative procedure to estimate the maximum dam height $H_{\text{D,max}}$ using the modelled run-out area to estimate the dam area $A_D$. The example shown is the $21 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ rockslide of Gamanjumni 3 in Northern Norway (Böhme et al., 2016), which might lead to a 33 m high landslide dam using Eq. (4) with the iterative procedure to assess the possible dam area $A_D$. 
Table 1 Descriptive statistics of RSF dam dimensions in southwestern Norway and lognormal distributions matching the cumulative frequency distributions of the dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valley width Wv [m]</th>
<th>Dam length Ld [m]</th>
<th>Dam width Wd [m]</th>
<th>Dam area AD [m²]</th>
<th>Maximum dam height Hd.max [m]</th>
<th>Mean dam height Hd.mean [m]</th>
<th>Dam volume Vd [m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic statistics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>220 000</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>53 000</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>2 700 000</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lognormal distribution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected value (mean)</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>1.533</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r²</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Fitting parameters of the semi-empirical relations for different studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Equation (2) (exponent $\frac{1}{3}$) Scale factor</th>
<th>r²</th>
<th>$p_{\text{es}}$</th>
<th>Equation (3) (exponent $\frac{1}{2}$) Scale factor</th>
<th>r²</th>
<th>$p_{\text{es}}$</th>
<th>Equation (4) (exponent 1) Scale factor</th>
<th>r²</th>
<th>$p_{\text{es}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ermini &amp; Casagli (2003)</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermanns et al. (2011a)</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacconi Stefanelli et al. (2015)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (all dams, n=54)</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Type i dams, n=24)</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Type ii dams, n=19)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Type iv dams, n=6)</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Type 1 dams, n=21)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Type 2 dams, n=29)</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Dam characteristics for past rock avalanche dams or modelled potential future rock avalanche dams in comparison with predicted dam characteristics from semi-empirical relationships. Predicted DBI-values and probability of dam failure $p_f$ are indicated for predicted $H_{D,max}$ using Eq. (4). The predicted $H_{D,max}$, DBI- and $p_f$-values are shown for the best-fitted equation and in parentheses the values obtained from the upper bound of the 90% prediction interval ($p_95$). The best match between measured/modelled and empirically predicted maximum dam heights is highlighted in grey. For future landslide dams the dam volume $V_0$ equals the landslide volume $V_S$ times a bulking factor of 1.25 (Hungr and Evans, 2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Dam volume $V_0$ [10^6 m$^3$]</th>
<th>Valley width $W_V$ [m]</th>
<th>Dam area $A_D$ [km$^2$]</th>
<th>Catchment area $A_C$ [km$^2$]</th>
<th>Dimension-less blockage index $DBI$ [-]</th>
<th>Probability of failure $p_f$ [%]</th>
<th>Maximum dam height $H_{D,max}$ [m]</th>
<th>DBI</th>
<th>Probability of failure $p_f$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Past rock avalanche dams in Northern Norway</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grøtnesura</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>60 (108)</td>
<td>50 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kvarteurda</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>63 (114)</td>
<td>62 (109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langfjordura</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>60 (109)</td>
<td>56 (99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinura</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>56 (102)</td>
<td>55 (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Potential future rock avalanche dams</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamanjunni</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>73 (122)</td>
<td>63 (99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivasnasen</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>34 (58)</td>
<td>42 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klingråket</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>2264</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>16 (27)</td>
<td>12 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannen B</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>70 (118)</td>
<td>60 (95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannen C</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>38 (63)</td>
<td>24 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svarttinden</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1137</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>38 (64)</td>
<td>28 (44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 empirical predicted dam characteristics